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Aims

Overall aim for ILSA: To design, develop, test and validate the first training course for ILS

and provide a protocol for this discipline for TV, the classroom and parliament.

Aim of the main experiment:

To train and test participants in an ILS course

To answer the following questions:

- Is ILS feasible

- Who is is better suited?

- What are the main challenges?



The experiment: a short online course

A short online course was taught to 50 students with backgrounds on subtitling

and interpreting covering dictation practice, intralingual and interlingual respeaking.

• 50 students produced 300 respoken texts and 100 tests.

• Texts have been analysed with the NTR model (Romero-Fresco & Pöchhacker, 2017)



Course outline

Week 1 | Dictation Practice

Complete initial long questionnaire, install Dragon, create user profile, example videos of respeaking, intralingual 

dictation practice

Week 2 | Intralingual Respeaking

Readings on punctuation, condensation and rhythm and intralingual respeaking practice

Week 3 | Interlingual Respeaking

Readings on effort in interpreting, split attention and interlingual respeaking practice

Week 4 | Interlingual Respeaking Test

Interlingual respeaking test and complete final long questionnaire



Course outline cont. 

Figure 1: Example of Google Class platform



Video clips

Test 1
Speech
Emma Watson gives a speech to the UN about feminism
110 wpm

Test 2 
Talking Head
The benefits of gardening on physical and mental health
159 wpm



Main experiment test clip

Figure 2: Example of a test clip 



The NTR model 
(Romero-Fresco & Pöchhacker, 2017)

Figure 3: The NTR model (Romero-Fresco & Pöchhacker, 2017)



Example of NTR analysis

Figure 4: Example of NTR analysis for a test



Example of NTR analysis cont. 

Figure 5: Example of NTR assessment for a test 



Breakdown of professional profiles

• 22% of participants were subtitlers 

• 28% of participants were interpreters 

• 46% of participants had experience in subtitling and interpreting 

• 4% of participants did not have subtitling or interpreting experience 

• 12% of participants had experience in intralingual respeaking 



Accuracy rates of tests 

Figure 6: Average accuracy rates

Figure 7: Average number of translation and recognition errors



Accuracy rates of tests cont.

Figure 8: Breakdown of severity of translation and recognition errors

• Main differences between good and poor performers are errors that impact on full sentences such as omissions 

and mistranslations and errors that introduce nonsense.

• Good performers were able to contain errors to only affect partial meaning of a sentence.

• Subtitlers incur more omissions, mistranslations and minor recognition errors.

• Poor interpreters have performed worse than the average subtitler. 



Accuracy rates of tests cont.

Figure 9: Breakdown of the type of translation error

Good performers have:

• 4 times fewer omissions of full 

sentences

• 3 times fewer mistranslations of full 

sentences

• 4 times fewer mistranslations that 

cause change of meaning



Previous intralingual respeaking experience

Figure 10: Averages of participants with experience in intralingual respeaking

• Five participants completed both tests and are poor performers with an average accuracy 
rate of 97.40%.

• Poor performers with respeaking experience performed better than the other poor 
performers. 

• The two participants with substantial respeaking experience had considerably less R errors 
than T errors. This suggests software skills are necessary, although T and R errors are equally 
as important.



Subtitlers and interpreters
• Those with previous experience in subtitling and interpreting performed poorer than the 

average interpreter (97.9%) but better than the average subtitler (97.4%).

• The average length of interpreting training is a 3 – 6 month module at university.

Figure 12: Translation and recognition errors of those with both subtitling and interpreting experience 

Figure 11: Average accuracy rates of those with both subtitling and interpreting experience 



Bilinguals

• Two participants did not have any previous experience of subtitling, interpreting or 

respeaking.

• Their average of T and R errors is lower than the average for interpreters and subtitlers.

• More research is required to determine whether bilinguals can be trained in interlingual 

respeaking.

Figure 13: Accuracy rates and errors of those with no previous subtitling or interpreting experience 



Course engagement

• Participants who engaged in the course performed better (just about) than those 

who did not engage and only submitted work. 

Figure 15: Accuracy rates of those who did not engage in the course 

Figure 14: Accuracy rates of those who engaged in the course 



Breakdown of test performance

Figure 16: Average accuracy rates of group performance by test 

• Overall 41% of tests reached the threshold of 98%.

• In the Emma Watson speech 19/46 participants (41%) reached the threshold of 98%.

• In the Gardening talking head 18/45 participants (40%) reached the threshold of 98%.



Conclusions

• ILS seems feasible (97.6%, 4/10)  

• Interpreters perform better than subtitlers

• Interpreter good performer   /   Subtitler poor performer

• Translation and recognition are equally important and challenging

• Good performers have around 50% fewer translation and recognition errors than bad 

performers, including consistently less serious errors.

• Bad performers struggle to keep up and as a result omit too many full sentences, mistranslate 

the source text and dictate less clearly.

• Subtitlers seem to struggle trying to keep up with the text, as a result they have more omissions, 

more mistranslations and more recognition errors. 



Is interlingual respeaking feasible?

41% of tests reached the threshold of 98%

The answer is ‘yes’ providing the following:

• Elaborate training in the form of a 12 week module or course

• Training must incorporate extra dictation and software practice (to master live corrections), plus

extra intralingual practice (to master listening and speaking simultaneously)

• Interlingual respeaking practice must focus on both practical and theoretical elements:

- Practical is to include respeaking practice with different genres of television

- Theoretical is to include learning and applying subtitling and interpreting theory plus learning

how to assess respoken texts



Thank you for your attention 


